Innovation is both purposeful and practical. It lifts both the customer and the business to higher levels of satisfaction.

It engages both the heart and the mind and requires dedication, leadership, and vision to achieve.

Innovation is more than just realizing the next iteration. It is about realizing the next solution.

CONTACT US

Travis Barker, MPA GCPM
Innovate Vancouver Consulting
Consulting@innovatevancouver.org

INNOVATE VANCOUVER

Where Ideas Meet Strategy
https://innovatevancouver.org
About Us
Innovate Vancouver is a business development & technology consulting service and startup located in Vancouver, BC.

Contact Innovate Vancouver to help with your next project.

Consulting@Innovatevancouver.org

Resources
Create Your Own Business Model DIY
Strategic Innovation Plan Generator
Diversity Innovation Plan Generator
Volunteer Innovation Plan Generator
Books
Merchandise
Mobile Apps
Videos
Interactive Tools

Services
Product Development
Workshops
Leadership Development
Project Management
Technology & Strategy Consulting